ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

39
Classically, the phenotypic diversity of a population is considered to be generated by the 40 genetic differences between its members and the disparity of their environmental influences 1 the analysis of behavioral individuality to study individuality in free-swimming behavior. We
68
found that in our experimental tests behavioral individuality of zebrafish larvae is independent of 69 the genetic variability of the population but it is linked to histone acetylation differences. 
RESULTS
72
Behavioral individuality in larval zebrafish is stable for days 73 We used three steps to establish zebrafish larvae as a model to study behavioral 
83
We performed several control experiments to show that the observed individuality was not 
87
In a second step, we showed that individual differences were robust along several days 
90
The third step consisted in showing that inter-individual variability is larger than intra-individual 91 variability. In the two-dimensional phenotypic space defined by activity and radial index, it can 92 be directly seen that the area covered by the behavior of one individual is smaller than the area of 
98
The degree of individuality may be measured by variability in the population. This can be 99 visualized using the probability density of finding an individual in a population with a given Figure 3b ). We then found that 134 this treatment reduced the behavioral variability of a WIK F3 sibling population after 24 hours (2 135 mM NaBu, Figure 3b ) compared to control PBS-treated larvae (PBS, Figure 3b , P<0.001).
136
Note that this treatment only altered variability and not the mean of the population parameters High acetylation levels result in a behavior close to the population average 148 We have shown that the degree of behavioral variability of a population depends on its 149 average acetylation levels. Since an increment in the global acetylation decreased the behavioral 150 variability without changing the average behavior, we reasoned that the individuals with higher 151 mean acetylation should be placed near the average population behavior in the phenotypic space.
152
To test this hypothesis, we performed an experiment with 90 individuals to obtain their 153 acetylation state depending on their distance to the average behavior of the population. As we 
165
We have seen that individuals with higher acetylation levels display a behavior similar to Our results link acetylation level of the individuals and their behavioral individuality.
178
However, fish with similar (low) acetylation levels also can show very different behavior, so 179 there must be other factors contributing to behavioral variability. We hypothesized that these 180 factors could be the acetylation differences in specific genomic regions associated to behavior.
181
To explore this possibility, we compared the acetylation variability between two groups of WIK 182 zebrafish, one with high and the other with low behavioral variability. For the first population,
183
we built four clusters of five sibling fish with low intra-cluster behavioral variability and high 
192
We found that there were more genomic regions with higher variability in acetylation Figure 5d ). Then, we studied the interaction between YY1 and these eight regions, and we
213
found that YY1 is significantly bound to them (Figure 5d ). This is consistent with YY1 affecting we found that the individuality was significantly reduced (Figure 5g, HDAC1 binds to the eight selected regions (Figure 6a) . We then tested, using rechIP 228 experiments, that YY1 and HDAC1 bind together to these regions (Figure 6b) found that YY1 was acetylated in control conditions and that this acetylation was impaired after 
260
Another open question is how acetylation variability could lead to behavioral variability.
261
A possibility is that histone acetylation is functionally transformed into changes in gene 
280
Care and breeding of the zebrafish strains were as described 20 , with specific additional 281 details. Eggs were isolated after 24 hours post-fertilization, and maintained in custom multiwell 282 plates until 10 days post-fertilization (dpf). They were fed (JBL NovoBaby) from 6 dpf and 283 water was changed daily if it is not indicated specifically in the experiment.
284
All the experiments using animals were approved and performed following the guidelines 285 of the CSIC (Spain) and the Fundaçao Champalimaud (Portugal) for animal bioethics.
287
Free-swimming setup and recording
288
The setup consists of a monochrome camera located over the wells at a distance of 70 cm Figure 1a) . For the experiments, each well is filled with a volume of 3 ml.
295
The dishes are supported by a white PMMA surface that is only partially opaque. Behind this 296 white surface we place two infrared led arrays (830nm, TSHG8400 Vishay Semiconductors)
297
pointing outwards (Extended Data Figure 1a) . Two paper sheets stand between the lights and Custom-built software tracking larvae 309 We developed multiwellTracker, a software to automatically track zebrafish larva in 310 wells. The software is available at http://www.multiwelltracker.es.
311
Detection of wells
312
The program is prepared to auto-detect circular wells, regardless of their spatial 
Pre-processing of images
333
In order to control for fluctuations in illumination, each frame is normalized by dividing 334 the intensity of each pixel by the average intensity across all pixels of the frame. After 335 normalizing the frame, a 2D Gaussian filter is used to smooth the image (Extended Data Figure   336 1h shows the image before and Extended Data Figure 1i after filtering).
337
Background subtraction and detection of the larva
338
In order to extract the image of the larva from the background, the system finds the Figure 1j) . However,
342
because of relatively slow changes in the set-up over time, the system uses the static background 343 in combination with a dynamic background, which is computed as the average of the previous 5 344 frames. The difference between the current frame and the dynamic background will only show 345 larvae that are moving in that precise moment (Extended Data Figure 1k ).
346
The specific algorithm to detect the larva is as follows. First, the difference between the 347 current frame and the static background is thresholded keeping only pixels for which the 348 difference is below -0.5. We then find connected components ("blobs") in this thresholded 
356
Removal of reflections
357
In most cases only one blob is obtained after the process described in previous sections.
358
But when the larva is close to the wall of the well, its reflection on the wall may also be selected.
359
The system considers that a blob A is a reflection of blob B when all of the following conditions as the total number of frames where fish changed from immobility to motion. We found that 380 these three parameters correlated with activity.
381
The average of each individual parameter was tested from 5 to 8 days post-fertilization
382
(dpf) to assess if individual behavior was significantly stable along the days using Pearson 383 coefficient of correlation. 
Stimulus response tests
399
We studied the influence that our free-swimming behavioral parameters could have on 400 the performance of the individuals when they respond to three different stimuli.
401
Response to mechanical disturbance 402 We applied mechanical perturbations to each larva by pipetting up and down the water 403 content of the well for four times. Perturbations were applied at 6 dpf to previously recorded 404 animals, and the 20-minute recording was done at 7 dpf. The recording was performed in the 405 usual setup.
406
Response to strong Light Pulse
407
In complete darkness, we applied three different light flashes to the larvae and study their 
420
The effect of our behavioral tests resulted in a decrease (increase) in mean activity (radial surface has a value of 1, even when the values of the probability density are already up to 90.
452
The probability surface sits on an area on the x-y plane of approximately 0.4x0.4, making the 453 total volume under the surface to be 1. Clusters of four fish were built for studying the molecular variability of a population, as selected from the population.
470
The samples were crosslinked with 1.8% formaldehyde for 30' and then quenched with 471 1% glycine for 5'. Extracts were lysed using a SDS Lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8. Gaussian distribution with a fixed mean acetylation and a standard deviation. The value of the 546 mean µ is arbitrary as long as the relation of the rest of the parameters with this one is fixed and 547 the value of the standard deviation is µ/10 (in Figure 6f we used µ=10) . We fixed the number 548 molecules of the complex to be the same for each fish (Complex molecules=3,000) . The complex 549 binds to randomly selected regions and, once bound, the complex decreases the acetylation of 550 each region by an amount of 0.3·µ. We allowed several complexes to bind at each region. The 551 complex has an error rate of 10% so, once bound, the probability of deacetylating is 0.9. This The pseudocode of the simulation would be as follows: 
